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Mass movement predicted from House 
of Lounger

THE LOUNGER reluctantly peeked out from under the bed clothes. What, 
no armageddon?

“What’s happened?”
- “You’ve woken up dear. That’s what’s happened.”

Sassy’s classes in diplomacy seemed to be going nowhere.

“Wasn’t the world supposed to have ended?”
- “That was weeks ago, before Christmas. Today is the 1st January 2013; look, we’re 

still here. I think that’s meant to be a good thing.”
- “Thirteen, eh? Surely something terrible is going to happen ...”
- “Yeah, to you if you don’t get your arse into gear. You’re speaking at a meeting 

tonight.”
- “A meeting on 1 January! Which plonker booked me in for that?”
- “You.”

‘Manic’ was the response the Lounger knew best in these circumstances: several glugs 
of recuperative tea, a fag, an ostensibly healthy bowl of ...

“What am I speaking about?”
- “‘Why capitalism is groovy and other apocryphal myths’”
- “Do I have some notes?”
- “I don’t think you’ll need any. It won’t be a mass rally.” 

January 2013
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There was going to be a change in branding; a new bloody awful logo. “Who is 
making all these decisions?” Ooh, the sound of shuffling feet. In this dystopian fantasy 
world training would be coming out of people’s ears. “It’s not just about going to meet-
ings, but we do need volunteers.” That much was true.

“We will pop-up unexpectedly”, said one. “Hmh ... Like teenage spots”, the Lounger 
wondered.

- “We must advertise.” Of course they must.
And then, the sneaky stunt: “We are inviting Local Egotists in to help us.” The 

Lounger’s groan was to audible. “If you’re happy about the advice of vain opportunists 
— then run with it.” The Lounger thought they probably deserved it.

January 2013

Ripped off by cruel world

TEXTS? EMAILS? The Lounger was much happier when excoriating the 
world on the phone.

“This is simply not fair!”
- “No, you’re right. But you’ve been ripped off for most of your 

adult life.” Hyper was going to town: much oil on troubled waters.
- “What am I going to do?”
- “Stop being bitter and twisted.”
- “It was ‘two-for-one’. I put one of them in the freezer but I can’t remember which.”

Someone had been filching the Lounger’s ideas — again. Don’t laugh; it really isn’t 
funny.

“But what am I going to do? I even copyright my shopping lists but I don’t suppose 
anybody will be interested in that.”

- “You’d be surprised. Try eBay. I can think of a few of your nemeses that would offer 
stupid money for a Lounger shopping list; prove beyond doubt that you’re bourgeois 
through and through.”

- “Now that is sad.”

The Lounger was beginning to feel exasperated. Perhaps self-imposed exile was more 
than the temporary adjustment it was originally meant to be ♉

January 2013

Systems overload

THINGS WERE moving fast. No, scrub that. It was a crawl and a shambolic one at 
that. What was the Lounger to do? Annoy people and potentially make himself the 

most unpopular person in the room. No real change there then.
Besides, there were grants from Dosh Inc to be considered. Sponsorship deals to be 

struck: “Tesco says it’s good to be mad, bad and dangerous to know — as long as you 
don’t shoplift.” We’ll take money from anybody.

“Anybody?”, the Lounger asked.
- “Well ... As long as it’s ethical and transparent.”
Well that’s perfectly OK then.
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mood either to gloss over the past or the future.
- “Does no-one want me anymore? Am I past my sell-

by-date?”
- “Hmm ... I think I’ll need to consider that under 

advisement.”
- “My comrades will look after me.”
- “Well ... That’s a very comforting thought but, in case 

you hadn’t noticed, you’re erstwhile comrades are declining 
too.”

- “What about HC?”
- “... not getting any younger and I credit Sassy with 

more sense than to ...” The line was breaking up  but 
the Lounger could grasp “ ... you could always get back 
in ...”

- “No, no, no! I may not believe in purgatory or dam-
nation but I still object to the idea that I should experi-
ence the closest thing to it — again.”

- “Recovery may well be out of the question but recurring nightmares? It could be a 
question of how to manage them.”

February 2013

Jumped or pushed?

LUCKY, ONCE again. No more than a few unsightly bruises, but this wasn’t the 
first time and it was unlikely to be the last.

“It’s because you’re now beyond damage ... and possibly any kind 
of secular non-theistic redemption” HC said.

- “Thank-you for your non-theistic sermon but I’m in pain 
here. Is her Ladyship going to help me out here?”

- “Stop that! I can’t help it if at least some people think I’m 
a lady.”
- “But you’re not an aristocrat and you’ve bugger-all money.”

- “Sounds as if I could becomes a Baroness then. Now 
what actually happened? Did you jump or were you 
pushed?”

- “I think I was going to jump and then I was pushed.”
- “Why do you make things so complicated? What was happening?”

The Lounger could see where this line of questioning was going. He was bruised and 
feeling very sorry for himself. Now he was being interrogated.

“I was speaking my mind.”
- “You never learn do you?”
- “But I was being honest, transparent ... Haven’t you told me before ..?”
- “That was probably the Fury.”
- “Probably ... Along as I prayed non-stop to some monotheistic omnipresent being.”
- “Please ... Let’s not go there.” ✞

February 2013

This must mean Waugh

MANAGEMENT committees need something to manage. That sounds reasonable 
but perhaps the Lounger was fed-up with being reasonable. If he was to “decline 

and fall” he needed a larger room; this box was far to small. He could fall over at will 
but, if he was to decline for the entertainment of circus crowds, he needed more space.

“You’re going to have to admit it; you’re in decline.” The Guru was clearly not in the 
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Bad dreams

“BUT YOU can’t arrest me. I haven’t done anything.”
- “It’s true. He hasn’t done anything in years.”

- “Thank-you Icey. I don’t recall ringing <em>lawyersRus</em.”
- “But you need one now, don’t you.”

This wasn’t the first time the Lounger had found himself in this position; and it prob-
ably wouldn’t be the last. “My warrant says here that you’re armed and dangerous ...”

- “Armed? Look”, and he waved him arms. “I have two of them, just about; but who 
am I a danger to?”

- “Yourself.”
- “Thank-you Ms Maiden. You’re really pushing the boat out.”
- “Is this Lady you’re solicitor?”
- “I know I’m going to wake up any moment soon.”

Indeed, it was a bad dream. He had been complaining of being haunted. If the Ice 
Maiden featured he tended to assume the worst. Some small misdemeanour from his 
unforgiving past. If this was purgatory a 1000 years sounded like little more than a 
short weekend break — that had gone horribly wrong.

“Pull yourself together. You actually need me. Too frightened to admit it. That’s your 
problem.”

- “You’re so right; that’s it. Along with all the other problems you have been kind 
enough to point out over the years. So what’s my defence?”

- “I’m not sure you have one.”
- “Mercy me!”
- “Definitely not.”

March 2013

Altitude altruism

IN THE Palais d’Lounger the kitchen was the epicentre of life — not all of it human.

“What you need my dear is a quest.”
- “A what? Is that for the kitchen? Can you get it from Argos?”
- “Could be a good place to start. Call it what you want; you need a project.”
- “I need to project myself more, that much I do know. People take me for granted; 

take advantage of me.”
- “I find it difficult to believe anyone could be that stupid. You can be very malicious 

when you put your mind to it.”
- “You wait and see. Cde Fish will be laying it on thick with a trowel. ‘Think of the 

movement’, he’ll say. Well, actually I do; but, funnily enough, I also think about my 
rent.”

The Lounger was becoming quite agitated; not a pretty sight.

“You’re becoming bitter and twisted.”
- “Hmm ... Well ... Not necessarily in that order.”
- “You must stop bearing so many grudges. I bet the Guru still likes Fish.”
- “Well, she often had a dubious taste in men.”
- “What? But that means ..?”
- “Yes, I know. I did just say she often had a dubious taste in men.”
- “I’m sure Mr Fish will be all ‘sweetness and light’.”
- “That’s what I’m worried about.” u

April 2013
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Chewing the cud

THE LOUNGER was cornered. His reputation was catching up with him. Nothing 
too profane as such; more a case of his ability to use didactic propane.

“It’s not my fault.”
- “I never said it was; at least, not in so many words.”
- “That’s a great help.”
- “Well, let’s see ... If you need help we could always contact the Ice Maiden for ad-

vice. For a handsome fee I’m sure she’d love to help.”
- “Are you working for the defence or the prosecution? She’d be more than happy to 

see me put away somewhere.”

HC walked around the room.

“I’m neutral here; just trying to help ...”
- “Silly of me. I didn’t seem to have noticed.”
- “Lot’s of people would like to help you. Funny isn’t it: they’re all women, or hadn’t 

you noticed?”

Now the Lounger was walking around the room. It could catch on.

“I’ll change my eating habits.”
- “I beg your pardon ...”
- “I mean if I chew someone up I won’t spit them out.”
- “You mean you’ll swallow them? This is getting worse. Can’t you just avoid the 

situation?”
- “I have tried. It’s not as simple as it might sound.”
- “With you it never is!” u

May 2013

Ringing in the ears

“I WOULDN’T mind that much; it’s only that if they are going to just repeat what 
they said 20 or so years ago couldn’t they just pre-record their didactic throes and 

we could download it if we felt the inclination.”
- “I think that’s unfair ...”
- “... and where’s the volume control?”
- “Try to be a little more understanding.”
- “It’s the enviromental damage that I don’t understand.”

Sassy was trying every trick she knew but ... nothing.

“This is a serious issue; or have you forgotten what one of those is?”
“Ouch!”

The Lounger was now under a strict social care regime. He blamed: “No, no. I’m not 
going to do it ...”

- “You’re muttering ... What are you not going to do?”
- “Blame someone else.”
- “I think I need to sit down. What’s next? Give up all the grudges you’ve harboured 

over the years?”
- “Give me a break.”
- “Quite apposite. I’ve always worried about what you might break next.” u

May 2013

Mere morsels

“I STILL can’t work him out ...”
- “That’s really not fair. You have give time to get to know cde Fish.”

- “Fair? I’ve been trying to get to know him for over 30 years. He’s a plotter.”
- “And would you like to know what people say about you?”
- “Now who’s not being fair?”

Difficult situation for the Lounger. Nothing out of the ordinary there. Perhaps he 
didn’t like what he was seeing in the mirror? The Guru was having little luck in mollify-
ing him.
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HC had done a deal with AntiMonarch magazine for 
an intimate photo shoot about what anti-monarchists 
get up to in their bedroom. The Lounger had told 
them they like to sleep a lot. HC had said the 
same. The magzine said the deal was off.

“The no-marks. I was shouting after them: 
‘We sleep in strange revisionist positions!’, but 
they weren’t interested. They’ve missed a scoop.”

- “Pabloite sex. Is it as dirty as it sounds?”
- “I hope so. Do we get a free ‘ben bella’?”
- “I’m not sure. Last I heard you could only get them in 

licensed ‘adult’ shops.”
- “There’s one on Narb ...”
- “If you dare come back with ...”

There was silence. The phone put an end to that. HC was having another garbled 
conversation with a magazine hack.

“What was that all about?”
- “Nothing really. GrumpySod wanted an interview with you about how you manage 

to keep coming back from the dead. I asked them ‘What makes you think he has?’”
- “I tell myself you do it because ... erm ...”
- “Go on. Keep trying. You almost said it.”
- “Erm ... I’ll start making some dinner.”
- “Coward!”

The Lounger left for the kitchen. “... because you love me.” It was under his breath 
and HC never heard it ♨

May 2013

“I am not going to turn in to some leftist Machiavelli.”
- “Perhaps you should book yourself some regression therapy.”
- “I sometimes forget how charming you can be. Why should I forget something as 

important as that?”
- “It’ll all come out in the wash.”
- “Really? I’d better put it to soak overnight.”
- “That’s one of the most sensible things I’ve heard you say. HC said you were chang-

ing.”
- “Oh yes. A walking, talking metamorphosis.”
- “Glad to hear it. Guess what ...”
- “What?”
- “I bumped into one of the Ice Maiden’s old friends the other day.”

There was a name guaranteed to strike fear.

“Really. Erm ... Should I be feeling glad, bad or indifferent about that?”
- “Entirely up to you. Let’s talk about that debt you owe me ...”
- “I don’t know why I try so hard to be nice.”
- “You’re right. It doesn’t really suit you.”
- “Who rattled ...”
- “You did!”

This was clearly getting difficult; the Lounger needed to employ every morsel of his 
meagre negotiating skills.

“Shall I go outside?”
- “Could you?” u

May 2013

Bedroom position

IT WAS mayhem at the House of Lounger. Gozzip had turned up for an exclusive 
feature.

“I thought we were never going to get rid of them; but then you told them that ...”
- “I know. I’m sorry, but I forgot.”
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For old times sake

“I AM a seething mass of anxiety.”
- “I really don’t see what you’ve got to worry about. Some of your old friends 

might be there.”
- “Don’t you think I haven’t thought about that? That’s why I’m a seething mass of ... 

Oh forget it.”
- “What could possibly go wrong?”
- “How long have you got?”

Sassy was trying her best to encourage positive thinking but when the Lounger got 
like this attempting to unravel string theory would have probably been a touch easier.

“Well ... Go on then; what could go wrong?”
- “I don’t like being lectured too.”
- “I know that, HC knows that. Have you considered that your friends might actually 

want to see you? They may not project an unknown outcome. Unlike you. Do you get 
my drift?”

- “Yes I get your drift. But ...”
- “I’m not listening.”

The Lounger was chewing over the options.

“It might all be very dull.”
- “There’s plenty to do in the ‘big bad city’.”
- “I know. Perhaps that’s what is really worrying me.”
- “If you’re not back by an appointed time I’ll alert sea and rescue. Is that OK?”
- “What would I do without you?”
- “What? That’s obvious. You would contact HC instead and moan and winge to her.”
- “Well ... Wouldn’t that give you a rest?”
- “When I need a sabbatical I’ll take one. Somewhere very remote ...”

Sassy’s gaze was transfixed on the world beyond the window. Perhaps a sabbatical was 
due ♀

June 2013

Endgame? (part 1)

“WHAT’S HAPPENING now?”
- “They’re considering your sentence. Could take some 

time.”
- “But they changed the charges half way through.”
- “I know. Caught us off guard.”

Sassy strolled over. “You see dear, you were clearly going to be 
acquitted of the original charges so they pulled out some juicier 
ones.”

The Lounger was dumb-struck. Surely not. “You two are loving this aren’t you?”
- “NO, No, n ..!”
- “I’m about to go in the slammer.”
- “The cell’s very nice. I made sure of that.”

There was a rumpus close by. “YOU NEED A PROPER LAWYER.”
- “Sod off Icey!¿!” A united front. A little late perhaps but HC and Sassy were agree-

ing on at least one thing.
- “If we needed a ‘proper’ lawyer ...” “Is there such a thing?” “... we would hire one 

who fully supported the defence campaign. If for some reason we needed an assassin we 
would of course ask you. Pro Bono.”

- “Well ... What does the Lounger think?”
- “Oh, let’s see; loss of liberty, shit food ... I’m sure it’ll be very therapeutic. But what’s 

going to happen to Richard? He’s my intermediary with the world.”
- “We did suggest he undertook some prison visits but you know how much he hates 

travelling to this country.”
- “I’m sure we’ll work something out.”

“Court rise ...” ⚖
June 2013
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Endgame? (part 2)

IT is now the duty of this supreme court for the 
Inquisition of Peti-bourgeois Dilentantes to pass 

judgment and sentence.”

It was silence in court, apart from a slowly 
increasing volume of titters from the public 
gallery. “Silence!”

“Mr Lounger, you have been found guilty of 
gross and deliberate crimes against proletarian 
morality ...”

- “Is he talking about me?”
- “Sshhh ... We haven’t got to the good bits yet.”
- “But is he?”
- “Yes dear. I do believe he is.”
- “Then why aren’t you in the dock as well?”
- “Ah ... erm ... That’s a long story. Later, maybe.”

Sassy was on hand to show a little more compassion. “You of all people should know: 
‘keep your friends close to you, but keep your enemies even closer’.”

- “That’s easier said than done.”

“The proven charges are numerous and ... How many? This charge sheet is over 200 
pages long! Look, alright ... before I pass sentence do you have anything to say in miti-
gation?”

- “I am a martyr to altruism.”
- “Are you serious?”
- “Never been more so.”

The judge was beginning to wish she was somewhere else. “I am sentencing you to an 
undefined period of captivity teaching people how to rite proper.”

- “Oh no. Not that!”
- “Take him away.”
- “See you soon dear.”
- “That depends ...”

July 2013
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The return

“SO HOW does it feel?”
- “What?”

- “How does it feel to be free?”
- “Oh, that ...”

The Lounger had clearly lost some 
weight. His temper was fragile, his tempo 
more morose than had usually been the case. But we don’t want to talk about cases.

“Well, I was having a whale of a time. That may have been why they were glad to see 
the back of me so soon.”

- “Were you causing trouble?”
- “Not exactly ... I think they thought I was. I asked for a ... erm ... a wine list.”
- “LOUNGER! You can’t ask for a ...”
- “It was just a joke.”
- “Don’t tell me; they were splitting their sides.”
- “No, they weren’t.”

Silence. It wasn’t golden. In fact it was looking a little tarnished.

“Can we go somewhere?”
- “Of course. Anywhere in particular?”
- “Somewhere with a wine list!”

A little while later and the stories were being updated and edited for public consump-
tion. Ha ha.

“So what has been happening while I’ve been unavoidably absent?”
- “The defence campaign was a great success.”
- “What? It can’t have been that great a success.”
- “Ok, we didn’t stop you going inside but we did defend your reputation and we 

won your Appeal. Face it; sometimes even you can be quite appealing.”

The Lounger started to flap his arms but there was no indication he was about to dis-
cover the ability to fly. “STOP! Stop now. Let’s see if I’ve got this straight: you and Sassy 
— and that is what you mean by “we” isn’t it? — defended my reputation. I admire 

Interregnum: In abeyance

IT’S SAD I know, but for the moment, the Lounger diaries are in abeyance. Story-
board4 have been publishing them since the site was set up, much to the annoyance 

of some visitors. The characters are fictional and I am not entirely sure that I need to say 
that or that I should have done.

Are the characters based on real people? That is for you to determine. A lot may 
depend on the size of your ego. Will the Lounger return; and if he does will he be a 
changed man? We will just have to wait and see. I hear that there may be an Appeal 
pending.

With kind regards et salutations,
RS De la Mer July 2013
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than done dear.”
- “Oh by the way”, said the Lounger, 

appearing a tad more animated than he 
had done for some months, “who’s pub-
lishing this?”

- “Post-menopausal Preview. They orig-
inally commissioned me to write a piece 
on  ‘sex without sexism’ ... I offered them 
a profile of you instead. They became 
quite excited.”

- “I see ... Well, actually I don’t.”
A reputation saved? It all rather depends what you might define as a reputation wor-

thy of defending. Dear reader, you must choose: is our reprobate worthy of defence or, 
as his detractors would claim, should he be strung-up? Yes, it’s a stark choice but there 
it is. 

“Have you taken everything this morning?”
- “Taken what?”
- “Your pills! Erm ... Forget the ‘thrills’; they’re obligatory with you. But please, no 

‘belly aches’. Do you realise how long it took me to clean the bathroom the last time ...”
- “Have you enrolled at Charm School?”
- “Not exactly; I’m the teacher.”
- “Bloody ...”
The Lounger and Sassy were giving each other that look; calculating their next words 

and the appropriate sentence construction. This was guerrilla warfare with language as a 
weapon of personal destruction.

“HC said that you can be quite appealing; sometimes. Of course she may have had 
her fingers crossed. I think it’s only fair to say that I can be charming.”

- “I know you can. I fell for it some years ago.”
As told to Annie Brite for Storyboard4 November 2013

your united front; your sense of solidarity and adventure. Or should I say misadventure; 
not important ... Although, as it happens, can I ask which of my reputations you were 
defending?”

- “It was the one that is most, or in some cases, least popular. You see some people 
were spreading rumours.”

- “Some people?”
- “The Hacker. He was saying that when you were younger ... Oh, you’re right; it’s not 

important.”
- “I think I can guess what it was about.”
- “But it wasn’t just Sassy and me. The Guru sent us a fiver; the Temptress sent her 

best wishes and even the Princess turned up at a rally.”
- “A rally?”
- “Well, Ok. Not quite a rally. But she was very supportive.”

The Lounger was feeling quite perplexed. Perhaps somethings had not really changed 
while he had been ‘away’. HC gave him a gentle prod; just to check. “Are you alright?”

- “Yes actually, but I was just pondering ... Anything else?”
- “Anything else what?”
- “Did anything else happen?”
- “Sassy thinks you need a new suit. Oh, and there’s a surprise party for you tonight.”
- “It’ll hardly be a ...” The Lounger’s head was cupped in his hands: “Ha bloody ha!”

As told to Annie Brite with assistance from the late, sadly missed RS De la Mer 
for Storyboard4 October 2013

Sassy and Charm School

THE LOUNGER has changed; is changing. The excesses of previous years have been 
tempered by the support and friendship of others. The life of a Soho muse is dead. 

People marvel at the inventory of his life; marvel that he is still alive; even more that he 
was able to find a bar in ...

“Find a bar where? There are no bars in ...”
- “Oh, it was a café. The woman running it had a bottle of something or other stowed 

away for ... erm ... ‘special’ visitors.”
- “Woman?”
- “Yes. I think I can just about tell.”
- “Yes, I’m sure you can.”
- “Shall we continue? You did offer to write a ‘nice’ profile of me.”
- “Of course.” Sassy turned her back and whispered under her breath. “Easier said 
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Twice as bad

“WHAT ON earth have you done now? You can’t walk into a shop and say ‘show me 
your thang’. It’s rude, unbecoming. I have better things to do with my time than 

plead with coppers that your not nearly as bad as they think. Little do they know you 
are as twice as bad as they think.”

“So … I’m not in your good books at the moment?”
- “I just think you’re just lucky you weren’t ‘booked’!”
- “Well, really … If shop assistants will speak as if they’ve just landed from California; 

what do they expect?”
- “Do you recall how long it took me to assure your dear elderly neighbour of yours 

that you had not just descended from the planet Pariz when she had over-heard you 
screaming French expletives on your mobile and — and — waving your arms about! 
We were in the street!” In public!”

- “So … No Côtes du Rhone tonight?”

Cliché or not the silence was palpable. The Lounger cracked first. “Shall I erm … 
crush some garlic?”

- “Ha, bloody ha!”

A little while later, after supper, and the bottle of Côtes had been opened after all, and 
HC asked: “Are you ever going to grow up?”

- “Me? I can be very grown up when required to be so. I’m almost offended by the 
insinuation in that question; intended or unintended.”

- “See what I mean?”
- “Actually … No I don’t see.”
- “Other people — and I’m not just talking about myself, or Sassy, or several other 

women (what a surprise!) — people look up to you, even Pinky and Perky. What sort 
of advice do you give? They are, after all, asking you about an important decision they 
need to make about a campaign and — and I have this with my own ears — you sug-
gest they should go out for an evening meal together.”

- “Now hold on! That’s not fair.”
- “But you suggested the Café Beauvoir.”
- “And? What is your point?”
- “If people wanted to eat a ‘foreign’ meal in Loster there are hundreds, possibly more, 

of Asian restaurants they could go to …”
- “Ah … But that is the point, or at least part of it. Here, South-East Asian cuisine 

Another minor row

“He’s a maverick. Him, behind me.”
- “Sorry, what do you mean. He’s another customer.”

- “You don’t understand ‘geeky’ man. HE IS the original maverick.”
- “Oh dear ...” The “geek” turned to his entourage of fellow geeks and: “Protective 

gear on NOW! HE IS HERE!”

The Lounger thought he had been here before. In fact, he had but the iAppleDelight 
store (stuff that up your lawyers arse) was in a different place then. Downmarket “Hay-
making” centre if the Lounger’s memory is anything to go by. I suspect we can’t go by 
that. The iApple etc store moved into the “Hip-hop” centre — a move of erm ... about 
1,000 metres — but who is to judge distance(?). [Is anyone outside of Leices ... [Loster] 
going to understand what this is about? AB] [They change the name of the town and it 
becomes real. RW] [Bollocks! AB]

“I only want my operating system to be taken back “in time”. I imagine the lady in 
front of me has more pressing concerns. My operating system failed several years ago; a 
back-up was never located. It’s not urgent but ...”

The Lounger was bleeding some altruistic goo from every orifice known to man and 
woman and, possibly, other orifices unknown. Extremely unpleasant. Don’t forget, and 
Rîcard taught me this, the Lounger is only  a character in a comic. [The guy is dead, 
MS] [But his editorial abilities are not dead. They live right here. Don’t ever forget I 
know more about death than the two of you can shake a rosary bead at, RW] [Annie, 
can you continue? RW] [I’m trying to think what the fictional Lounger would do ... 
AB]

As told to R Wood, with editorial assistance from Ms A Brite © Storyboard4 
November 2013
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is no longer regarded as ‘foreign’. French cuisine is regarded as foreign. Do you see 
dear? Besides, that’s not the most important point. Eating, hopefully in a convivial 
atmosphere is, in my wretched experience, a precursor to making sensible, ‘grown-up’ 
decisions.

- “I give up. I’ll make the coffee 
As told to RMDlM for Storyboard4 December 2013


